ABSTRACT

Estt., APTRANSCO Redeployment of 1 no. AE/AAE/Elec., post to 132 KVSS/Takkalapally in Metro Zone-Orders-Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)

T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg).Rt.No.334
Date: 09-11-2011.
Read the following:
Ref: Lr.No.CE/MZ/Hyd/AS/PO/JPO-I/F.No./D.No.1526/2011, dt.11.10.2011

ORDER:

In the reference cited, the CE/Metro Zone has requested to accord sanction of 1 no. AE/maintenance post for the newly commissioned 132 KVSS/Takkalapally in the premises of M/s Shravana power project pvt.ltd to carry out regular preventive maintenance to avoid interruption to the consumers.

2. APTRANSCO after careful consideration here by orders that one no. vacant AE/AAE/Elec., (Shift) post from 132 KVSS Medchal shall be redeployed to 132 KVSS, Takkalapally for utilization as AE/AAE/Maintenance, within Metro Zone/Hyderabad.

3. These orders shall come into force with immediate effect.

K. RANGANATHAM
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(HRD & DISTRIBUTION)

To
The CE/Metro Zone/Hyderabad

Copy to the:-
CGM(HRD&Trg)/All functional heads
SE/TL&SS/Metro/Hyd // SE/TLC/Metro/Hyd
SE/O&M/400KV/Mamidipally//DS(Personnel)
DE/tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(HRD&Distribution)
PS to JMD(Comml., IPC & IT)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to Director(Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director

CE/EA, Operation, BE&IT ----- with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer/ACPR/Dy.CCA(Audit)/RAO(EBCA)
CRS/Stock File/Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/1430/2011

/FORWARDED BY ORDER/

ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced